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I’ve pulled together two kinds of leftover cooked beans, bits and pieces of leftover peppers and onions, and the 

remnants of corn from the sweet corn ice cream that I highlighted during National Ice Cream Month—and turned 

the whole thing into dinner, covering Meatless Monday and National Waffle Day, all in one swoop. Did you follow 

all that? This is how my brain works, friends, so when I share with you that I sometimes wake up thinking about 

recipes, I do hope you realize I’m not joking. 

If you don’t have a waffle maker, try this instead as pancakes, using the same recipe I’ve adapted from King Arthur 

Baking. This is a sourdough recipe, but don’t worry—any corn waffle or pancake recipe would work here, as long as 

it isn’t too sweet. This was a delicious entry for our meatless Monday. I hope you like it!  

WAFFLE INGREDIENTS 

Half amount version adapted from King Arthur Baking recipe: 

https://www.kingarthurbaking.com/recipes/corn-and-scallion-sourdough-pancakes-recipe 

1/4 cup sourdough starter (recently fed) 

1/2 cup plus 2 Tbsp. all-purpose flour (remember to fluff, sprinkle, level when you measure) 

1/2 cup milk 

2 Tbsp. canola oil (if making pancakes, only use 1 1/2 tsp.) 

1 tsp. baking soda 

1/4 tsp. salt 

1 large egg 

1/2 cup cooked corn kernels (plus half of the jalapenos from the topping ingredients, if desired) 

3 scallions, chopped (white and green parts) 

WAFFLE INSTRUCTIONS 

Combine the starter, flour and milk in a large bowl, mixing until thoroughly incorporated. Cover and allow it to rest 

on the counter at least 30 minutes in a warm place, such as the microwave. 

Add the oil, baking soda, salt and egg, and stir until combined. Fold in the corn and scallions, plus about half of the 

chopped jalapeno listed in the topping ingredients. 

Follow your waffle maker instructions for baking, or prepare pancakes and keep warm until time to serve. 

TOPPING INGREDIENTS 

Extra virgin olive oil 

1/2 cup chopped red onion 

1/4 cup chopped green bell pepper 

1 small jalapeno, diced and divided* (I used half in the waffles, and half in the topping) 

1 1/2 cups leftover cooked beans* (I had leftover black beans plus Bojangles’ takeout beans) 

1/2 cup cherry tomatoes, halved 

Juice of 1/2 lime 

Handful fresh cilantro for garnish 

http://www.comfortdujour.com/
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1/4 cup heavy whipping cream 

1/4 tsp. ground chipotle powder (substitute cumin or paprika) 

 *NOTES 

Maybe you don’t have this exact amount of leftover beans in your fridge? I get it. This is what I used because it was 

what I had. If you’re starting from scratch, any kind of canned beans would be suitable here, and you’ll need about 

1 1/2 cans of them. Pinto beans would be closest to my leftovers, and I’d suggest do not drain or rinse them. The 

can liquid would be similar to the sauce in the beans I used. 

We love spicy things in our house, but obviously you can omit them if it isn’t your thing. I divided the total amount 

listed, using half in the waffles and the rest in the topping. 

TOPPING INSTRUCTIONS 

I recommend getting your waffles in order first, because the topping comes together quickly while they are baking 

in the iron. If you’re making pancakes, it probably makes sense to prep the topping first. 

1. Heat a small non-stick skillet over medium heat. Add olive oil and sauté the onions and peppers until 

softened and slightly translucent. 

2. Add the cooked beans and give the whole thing a quick stir to combine. If it seems dry, add some broth or 

tomato sauce to compensate. 

3. Slice and season the cherry tomatoes and toss them on top. Cover the pan and simmer over low heat to 

give the flavors time to mix. 

4. Use a hand mixer or whisk to whip the cream until it is soft and pillow-y. You never want to push whipped 

cream too far (they call that butter), because once it gets to the “chunky” appearance, you cannot rein it 

back in. Sprinkle in chipotle, paprika or cumin and whisk gently to distribute it. 

5. When the waffles (or pancakes) are ready, spoon the bean mixture over the top and sprinkle with cilantro 

leaves, if desired. Dollop the whipped cream on top and dinner is served. 
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